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The Space Between Us: Evaluating a multi-user affective braincomputer music interface
Music as a mechanism for neuro-feedback presents an interesting medium for
artistic exploration, especially with regards to passive BCI control. Passive
control in a brain-computer music interface (BCMI) provides a means for
approximating mental states that can be mapped to select musical phrases,
creating a system for real-time musical neuro-feedback. This article presents a
BCMI for measuring the affective states of two users, a performer and an
audience member, during a live musical performance of the piece, The Space
Between Us. The system adapts to the affective states of the users and selects
sequences of a pre-composed musical score. By affect-matching music to mood
and subsequently plotting affective musical trajectories across a 2-dimensional
model of affect, the system attempts to measure the affective interactions of the
users, derived from arousal and valance recorded in EEG. An affective jukebox,
the work of a previous study, validates the method used to read emotions across
2-dimensions in EEG in response to music. Results from a live performance of
The Space Between Us indicate that measures of arousal may be controllable by
music as a result of neuro-feedback, and that measures of valence are less
responsive to musical stimuli, across both users. As such an affective BCMI
presents a novel platform for designing individualized musical performance and
composition tools where the selection of music can reflect and induce affect in
users. Furthermore, a an affective channel of communication shows potential for
enhancing collaboration in music making in a wider context, for example in the
roles of therapist and patient.
Keywords: brain-computer interfaces (BCI); music feedback; affective states;
electroencephalogram (EEG); musical performance; passive BCI control

1. Introduction
Brain-computer interfacing (BCI) offers an alternative to physical or gestural based
control systems as it provides a user with a platform for controlling computer-based
systems with the sole input of their brainwaves. This has implications for users with
serious motor function impairment, or other difficulties communicating, by providing a
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platform for communication or interaction which does not require the user to have
physical control [1]. As access to neuro-technology has widened, partly through falling
costs of electroencephalogram (EEG) devices targeted at the consumer market, so have
the creative approaches in which the tools of BCI are being applied. Research from an
artistic perspective is beginning to look beyond the realms of BCI as assistive
technology and instead seeks to build systems that can provide enhanced experiences
and benefits to users regardless of physical abilities, particularly with regards to music,
in what is known as brain-computer music interfacing (BCMI) [2, 3].
Applying brainwave analysis to the control and generation of music is not new.
It is over fifty years since Alvin Lucier’s seminal performance of Music for Solo
Performer [4]. However, in more recent times the techniques used to elicit brainwave
control and the strategies for mapping control to musical systems have progressed, both
in line with advances in the fields of BCI and computer music. Interested readers should
refer to [5] for a retrospective account of brainwaves being harnessed for music making
up until the present day.
BCI control can be separated into two discrete categories of user intention.
Active control methods provide explicit control over user selection across a limited
range of choices, whereas passive control pertains to implicit measurement, where
brainwaves are associated with approximations of a user’s mental state without any
conscious control on the part of the user [6, 7]. This article outlines significant
developments in on-going research into the detection and use of affective states
(emotional approximates) as a control signal in BCMI systems. Related proposals and
initial results have been previously demonstrated at computer music conferences in
2014 [8, 9]. Whereas a lot of current research in BCI is currently focused towards
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improving EEG signals and the classification of data from EEG, this article presents
work that focuses on the application of existing BCI methods to new ways of
controlling music and exploring musical interactions between more than one participant.
Passive control over music presents an interesting approach to sonifying brain
activity as a novel means of understanding complex and difficult to interpret data from
EEG in a new light [10], with some applications moving towards improving medical
symptoms [11]. A major benefit of passive control in BCMIs is that a user is free from
the distractions of active control that might otherwise occupy the users thoughts and
detract from the listening experience. One of the drawbacks of passive control is that the
feeling of control can diminish when the cognitive tasks, used in active control, are
removed.
One of the most exciting areas of detecting unconscious brain states is the field
of interpreting emotional states within EEG. Although still a relatively new area of
research previous studies have demonstrated the suitability of EEG in attempting to
detect both a user’s emotional, (often referred to as affective), state [12] as well their
emotional response to music [13]. One system was piloted, as explained in section 4,
that provides automated music selection by means of emotion detection from EEG. The
results confirm our hypothesis that EEG could reliably be used to determine a listeners
affective state and control a music selection and playback system with this information
in real-time. Emotional control for music making appears to be a natural combination
due to the emotional associations inherent with music for many listeners. This link is
exemplified by recent studies on affective algorithmic music composition systems [14]
alongside research that indicates a strong link between the use of emotionally charged
music and improvements in cognitive performance [15]. However, studies where
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emotion recognition in BCI is utilized can be difficult to quantify if success is measured
against intention. This challenge is also increased as responses to music can often be
unpredictable. These factors highlight a need for experimentation with real-time
systems for rapid feedback against a set of carefully selected stimuli.
To explore this hypothesis away from the laboratory environment and in a more
appropriate musical setting we present a multi-brain affective-BCMI (further referred to
as the a-BCMI), for live recital of the piece The Space Between Us. The Space Between
Us presents an artistic step towards how brainwaves may be harnessed to promote
shared, affective, and embodied experiences between performer and audience. The
approach used to mapping measures of EEG to music provides a platform for designing
performance systems that respond in real-time to the affective states of participants. The
objective of the piece is two-fold; to determine whether affective measures in EEG can
be influenced by music in an a-BCMI system, and to provide an artistic interpretation of
the emotional trajectories of participants in a live performance setting. A particular area
of interest is the nature of interaction between users and whether such a system can
adapt to their affective responses. The a-BCMI system monitors the affective states of
one performer and one audience member and uses this to select sections of a precomposed musical score, which is then performed with deliberate emotional
connotations as specified by the a-BCMI readings. The multi-brain system provides a
novel approach to reflect the user’s affective state through music using music as a
stimulus to further influence users’ states as part of a live performance. The system aims
to move the affective states of two users closer together, creating a shared emotional
experience through the music that is based on the emotional measures extracted from
the EEG.
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1.1. Defining Emotion in Music
Music psychology typically documents three types of emotional responses to music:
emotion, affect, and mood [16]. These can be considered as the reaction to sudden
changes of musical expression, the perception and induced feeling of the emotional tone
of music, and a longer lasting emotional association that can be revisited with memory
[17]. Scherer proposes a design-feature model in an attempt to differentiate between
emotions and feelings defining utilitarian emotions as relatively brief periods of
synchronized response to the evaluation of an external or internal event, both liable to
rapid change and highly susceptible to musical elicitation [18].
Individuality presents an unpredictable and important influence on listener’s
emotional response to music. There is a need for experimentation with real-time
systems using rapid feedback against a set of carefully selected stimuli to develop
systems that are tailored to the individual. Responses will differ from person to person
depending on a range of factors such as cultural and social interpretations, preferences,
prior experience, memory and so forth. An individual’s emotional response to the same
piece of music may vary according to factors such as the time of day, fatigue, or other
dynamic variables. Additionally, it has been recognized that in the field of music and
emotion investigations with social approaches (research involving interactions and
shared experiences) is receiving less attention than research based on solo interactions
with music [17].
Russell’s circumplex model of affect [19] provides a way of parameterizing
emotional responses to musical stimuli in two dimensions: valence (positivity) and
arousal (energy or activation), as shown in Figure 1. This model can be mapped
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together with Hevner’s adjective cycle [20)] to create a dimensional-categorical model
that has been widely corroborated by other studies of music and emotion across 2dimensions [21, 22]. Furthermore the 2D model is well documented with respect to
music in terms of neurophysiological measurement by means of EEG [23-25]. Russell’s
model ties in well with Scherer’s definitions of utilitarian emotions, which are
responses (not reactions) to music that include anger, sadness, happiness, fear, excited
and desperation. These responses can be considered as brief moods of high emotional
intensity that are susceptible to change from stimuli. It is the effect of music on these
moods that we wish to explore, and an approach is taken to compose musical sequences
that reflect the emotional connotations of an affective state to induce such moods and
enforce them over the duration of a sequence. In the system we present EEG is
measured across the final periods of musical sequences to determine whether this has
been achieved.

Figure 1. Circumplex model of affect, from Russell, [19, p1168]. Adjectives have been
scaled in two dimensions, with valence on the horizontal axis and arousal on the vertical
axis.
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For the a-BCMI system we divide the circumplex model into quadrants which are then
indexed via a Cartesian co-ordinate such that 12 discrete co-ordinates can be referenced
corresponding to individual affective states across a range of arousal (a1 – a6) and with
positive or negative valence (v-1 or v1), as shown in Figure 2. 2 axis give four
quadrants, each of which is sub-divided by 3 referring to give 12 affective states. 12
adjectives were selected from the circumplex model such that ‘basic’ emotions (sad,
calm, angry, and happy) are positioned such that adjectives for lower and higher arousal
levels can be spaced as evenly as possible from these basic descriptors. In this manner, a
co-ordinate of (v-1, a1) would refer to tired. Two adjectives from Hevner’s list were
deliberately avoided in the selection process: Sleepy and aroused, as they were both
placed near to the center of the circumplex model of affect (shown in Figure 1) and
might therefore be considered ambiguous as to their valence despite a clear
differentiation in arousal level between the two. There is no reason why additional
adjectives could not be incorporated in the future to this model, providing they are
scaled appropriately from a categorical model.
The main emotions (sad, calm, angry, and happy) can all be seen in the second
and fifth levels (v-1, a2), (v1, a2), (v-1, a5), and (v1, a5) respectively. An emotional
trajectory moving from pleased, via happy, to excited, can be represented by a vector
which gradually increases in arousal whilst maintaining positive valence: (v1, a4), (v1,
a5), (v1, a6).
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Figure 2. Values of affective states. Quadrants with 12 discrete affective adjectives from
the circumplex model (afraid, angry, frustrated, excited, happy, pleased, tired, sad,
miserable, relaxed, calm, and content).
2. Perceived vs Induced Emotions
When designing affective-led systems it is important to recognize the distinction
between the perceived emotions of a piece of music (i.e. when a listener reports that it
“sounds happy”) and music’s ability to induce an emotional state within a listener (i.e.
when a listener reports that it makes them “feel happy”). These two states are not
necessarily linked by the same emotion and are not necessarily interdependent, one can
exist without the other. For example a listener may understand the sad tone of a
composition, but remain entirely unmoved by it. In the same manner it is not
uncommon for a piece of music to evoke strong emotions in one person, whilst leaving
another person feeling cold, even though both listeners may be able to translate the
intended emotion of the composition. A further phenomena associated to music
listening is the way listeners use music with a strong emotional association to reinforce
positive moods of an opposite affective state. This is particularly apparent in studies that
monitor the pleasing effects of listening to sad music which has been shown to improve
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mood [26, 27]. This notion of mood enhancement is also acknowledged in studies that
highlight the importance of affect-matching music to mood, to help improve cognitive
performance [15]. Although improving cognitive performance is not a primary concern
within our research this idea of affect-matching presents an ideal gateway towards
engaging or locking-in the listener’s affective mood with music before altering their
state through the use of an affective trajectory.
An a-BCMI system relies on the ability of music to induce an associated
affective state. As affective states in response to music are dynamic in nature (as
discussed above, they may differ depending on abstract circumstances and may change
significantly over time), a system must adapt to the listener accordingly in order to be
successful. Therefore the a-BCMI we present is designed to match the mood of a user
and then update the music being played in response to changes in the mood of the user.
This is the approach undertaken in the Affective Jukebox. For The Space Between Us the
system monitors whether a user can subconsciously affect-match themselves to the
changes in music related to trajectories across the model in Figure 2. An a-BCMI that
applies neuro-feedback to manipulate user’s affective states during performance
provides an interesting model for designing specific emotionally targeted performances.
Furthermore, a live performance setting provides a visual realm for communicating
emotions whereas monitoring EEG responses provides a separate measure as to whether
the intended affective state is actually being induced by either the performer, listener or
both.

3. Measuring affective states from EEG
There have been a number of methods reported to measure levels of arousal and valence
within EEG, but as yet there is no standardized set of measures [17]. One common
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approach to determine positivity within a state of mind is to measure levels of theta and
alpha bands across the scalp to determine brain synchronicity. Aftanas and
Golocheikine purported that this symmetry across the hemispheres of the brain,
observed during meditation, is associated with positive emotions and can be used to
provide a scale for valence [28]. In 2001 Schmidt and Trainor proposed a means of
categorising emotional responses to music in EEG through measuring levels of arousal
and valence in the alpha band (8 – 12 Hz) via electrodes places on the frontal lobe. Here
the level of arousal correlates to the spectral power of the band [24]. Their experiments
indicatedthat during active listening (attentive focusing or feeling the music), music
with known emotional qualities can induce predictive EEG patterns. In 2010 Lin et al.
monitored levels across four bands, delta (1 - 3Hz), theta (4 – 7Hz), alpha and gamma
(31 – 50Hz) to discern relative levels of emotion recorded in response to music listening
between self-reported emotions from subjects [13].

4. Method
To measure brainwaves unobtrusively in a live performance environment a minimal
number of electrodes is desirable. In our system EEG is measured with electrodes
placed across the prefrontal cortex using the international 10/20 standard, across
positions AF, F3 and AF4, F4 with reference electrode at position CZ and ground
electrode at FPz. To determine levels of arousal we measure the ratio of alpha band
power, which is inversely proportional to increased brain activity, and beta band power,
which is associated with increased alertness and cognitive processing [29], and has also
been linked in other studies to an increase in arousal, separate from valance [30, 31], as
shown in equation (1).
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(1)

We measure valence as the balance of activation levels in both bands across the left and
right hemispheres, shown in equation (2), in order to indicate a difference between a
motivated approach or a more negative, withdrawn mental state.
(2)

EEG is pre-processed using a 50Hz notch filter to reduce mains hum, and artifacts
caused by muscle movement or interference are removed by segmenting incoming EEG
into epochs of samples (50% overlap; Hanning window) and rejecting those that are
clipped above a threshold of +100 µv. Alpha and beta band power is extracted by
applying 5th order bandpass filters where each sample is squared and averaged over
consecutive samples with a epoch length of 128 samples. As we are interested in
measuring the mood response to music currently being listened to values of spectral
power are normalized across a window of a pre-specified duration, in this case the final
20s of a 90s window, though different compositions might require different window
sizes depending on the piece. This allows time for the listener to familiarize with the
music and then settle towards an overall affective response. This method is useful to
counter the known effect of diminishing arousal over time as subjects familiarize
themselves with the stimuli and the environment [32]. A threshold-base classifier is
trained to adapt to individual user responses during a calibration phase which is
undertaken at the beginning of every interaction with the system. The calibration phase
measures responses at the outer limits of the model against the musical stimuli. The
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system contains an array of musical sequences, each with an intended arousal and
valence value. A musical sequence is selected by a transformation algorithm, which
maps a user’s EEG arousal and valence measure to a corresponding musical sequence or
to a set of sequences, across the 2D space. At the end of each window the affective state
is approximated and used by the system to determine the next musical selection, or
recorded for comparison against the system trajectory selection.

Figure 3. Signal flow within the a-BCMI. The 2D mapping algorithm selects musical
sequences, which are presented as a score, depending on different rules during
performance. The system either selects a target state and corresponding score to match
the arousal and valence of a user or it determines a target states by calculating the mean
values of both user’s arousal measures.
4.1 The Affective Jukebox: Confirming EEG measures with user selfassessment
A previous study was conducted to explore the hypothesis of whether arousal and
valence could successfully be detected in real-time using the passive method outlined
above. Participants were asked to actively focus on how the music made them feel and
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success was determined by comparing EEG data against user self-reports. Akin to the
control one has over song selection with a traditional music jukebox, the BCMI system
selects musical clips based on a user’s mood. Clips with suggested emotional qualities
taken from crowd-sourced metatagging were used in the study. Each clip is played back
to a user over loudspeakers, generating a constant playback of musical excerpts in
response to the affective state measured during the previous excerpt.
Results of this pilot study indicated that even with a limited number of listeners,
mean agreement was relatively high with a statistically significant standard deviation,
suggesting that there was a good degree of corroboration between the EEG
measurement and the mood meta-tagging that was used to select the stimuli. An
interesting observation was that outliers existed where users indicated that their
perception of stimuli was not congruent with the associated tags used in the experiment,
strengthening the need for individualized stimuli in applications of this kind. A separate
observation of note is that when music was successfully matched to mood the same
state was detected for a number of iterations of the paradigm. On reflection this appears
to follow common sense, as when music reflects a mood that is pleasing there is little
motivation for mood to suddenly change. The fact that this state did change after a short
number of iterations is likely due to the fact that only one stimulus was selected per
mood, and users responded negatively to on-going repetitions. A separate report,
including detailed analysis of the paradigm and these results, is available in [9].

5. The Space Between Us
To recap, the piece is designed to explore two main enquiries. Firstly, whether affective
measurements in EEG respond to pre-composed music in both a performer and a
listener during live performance, determining whether plotting affective trajectories
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across the model in Figure 2 can regulate the detected affective states induced during
the performance in a neuro-feedback derived process. The second is to monitor the
affective interactions between two users during music making to help determine
whether future BCMI systems can be built to adapt to this interaction in the future.
Collaboration between people is a highly regarded feature of musical participation and
an affective channel of communication that adapts to users offers an exciting prospect in
designing BCMI systems for a variety of uses, outside of performance. One example is
in BCMI systems for interaction between therapist and patient.
The piece is composed for grand piano, live electronics (controlled by the
pianist) and voice. Before the performance begins the singer and an audience member
are fitted with brain cap, with electrodes configured in the manner described in section
4, to measure EEG simultaneously throughout the performance. The system records
their mood at the end each window, as outlined above, and maps this to discrete precomposed musical sequences (essentially, small chunks of score), which are then in turn
performed. The system is synchronized to a global clock that acts as both a loose visual
metronome and to trigger the event of a new score selection at the end of each window
(1 window = 90 seconds). The clock is presented as a counter alongside the score to the
singer and the pianist on-stage. Depending on the measured arousal valance response of
the two subjects, a variety of affective trajectories can be plotted across the 2D grid
(Figure 2). The system displays the corresponding score whilst monitoring changes in
arousal and valance at the end of each window. EEG data is also written to a text file for
off-line analysis post-performance.

5.1 Structure
The music of the piece contains twelve pre-composed musical sections. Each section is
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composed using specific musical features with affective correlations as emotional cues.
Essentially it is the sequencing of the sections that is led by the affective states, with the
intention that the final section of each window will subsequently influence the affective
state as measured from the performer and the audience member at the end of the current
section. For the final 20 seconds of each window both the performer and audience
member are instructed to remain physically still, to reduce interference in measuring
EEG, and reflect on the mood that the current music and performance has instilled in
them. A prompt is provided to the singer on-screen using prominent colour changes that
both warns the viewer when this process occurs, and displays the timing of this period.
The piece, although performed continuously, comprises three movements
(following a randomly selected preliminary window). Each movement is four windows
long and is designed to elicit three separate things. The first movement attempts firstly
to affect-match the mood of the singer by selecting a score from their response to the
randomly selected musical score of the preliminary window, and then shift their mood
across three adjacent affective states. The second movement performs the same task for
the audience member using their response to the last window of movement one for
initial affect-matching, and the third movement selects the first window based on a
median average of both subject’s affective state and plots a trajectory in an attempt to
both move their state’s simultaneously and towards each other across the 2D space. This
overall success of these aims is evaluated against EEG data and discusses further in
section 6.
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Figure 4. Structure of The Space Between Us. EEG measuring periods occur during the
last 20 seconds of each window. The measures of mean arousal and valence taken
indicated by white boxes are used by the rules of the mapping algorithm to select score
sections and to plot trajectories.
The score for movement 1, window 0 is selected at random and the resulting 2D
coordinate (x = v, y = a) recorded at the end of the window is saved as the initial state.
The corresponding score of this state is selected for window 1. A target coordinate is
determined by randomly selecting a state that is three steps away across the plane, either
(±1v, ± 2a) or (±3a). Multiplying the target co-ordinate by 0.33, 0.66 and 1 respectively
sets a trajectory across the next three windows. Associated states are selected that span
the projected path and select the corresponding musical phrase from the array.
Movement 2 then follows a similar procedure, however the system takes into account
the affective response of only the audience member. The mapping for movement 3 uses
the coordinates of each subject from the fourth window of movement 2 as initial values,
p (performer) and a (audience member). The difference between each individuals’
emotional sate, as shown in equation 1, becomes the target value for movement 3’s
fourth window, again with multiplication factors for the preceding three windows,
plotting a trajectory. The final window in movement 3 selects a target value of positive
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valence, at the closest state to the difference between p and a to induce a positive
emotional ending to the performance experience.
(3)

Whereas the first and second movements aim to affect-match and then shift the mood of
the singer and audience member respectively, the third movement aspires to shift the
mood of both parties across the same trajectory, together. Although EEG is being
measured from both users throughout the entire performance the intention was to design
and test a mapping system where the participants did not feel pressurized or need to take
responsibility for the outcome of the system.
It was necessary to determine trajectory paths in advance so that both performers
could be warned of the upcoming score for many of the windows in advance. In the
same way that musicians read ahead when sight-reading this helps prepare for changes
and allows for smooth transitions between windows, and as such this is an
implementation challenge which may be unique to the field of real-time BCMI.
Additionally, the effect of repetitive score selection due to an affect-matching feedback
loop, as observed in the Affective Jukebox experiment outlined above, can be minimized
by this approach.
An illustrative video of a performance and rehearsal session of the premiere in
Berlin, Germany December 2014, can be viewed online here:
http://www.vimeo.com/116013316.

5.2 System design
The multi-user a-BCMI system is built around two EEG systems with identical that
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include brain caps, electrodes, hardware and software. Equipment was selected to be
portable and facilitate comfortable participation. A wireless EEG setup was used which
allowed for physical separation from the PCs used to receive and process EEG data, a
practical necessity in the live performance environment. The performer was required to
move freely during periods when EEG was not being detected, and it was important for
the participating audience member to feel as though they are an extension of the system,
without feeling distracted or overwhelmed by the equipment in their vicinity.
Two laptop PCs are used on-stage to allow both performers to see the scores of
their respective parts, as illustrated in Figure 5. A third laptop PC is situated off-stage
next to the audience member. A closed wireless local area network (WLAN) allowed
for data transfer across all three PCs for EEG processing, score selection, and clock
synchronization.

Figure 5. Signal-flow, connectivity and the layout of the main components in the multibrain a-BCMI system used in The Space Between Us.
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5.2.1 System Components
•

Singer and audience member brain caps

EEG signals are measured with active g.tec Sahara electrodes, a g.tec Sahara amplifier
and a gMOBILAB+ digitizer. Data is sent via Bluetooth to PC1 and PC2 for the
performer and audience member respectively. Active electrodes require no gel
application and are therefore more straightforward and quicker to setup than wetware
systems. The active g.tec Sahara electrodes each house 8 pins designed to penetrate
through hair and achieve a good connection with the scalp, further reducing system
impedance.
•

3 laptop PCs

There are three interconnected PCs in the system, each designed to perform a different
role related to its primary user. PC1 is positioned on-stage in front of the singer and
placed on a music stand. The computer firstly pre-processes raw EEG data from the
singer’s brain cap in Matlab Simulink. This combines with the audience member’s preprocessed EEG data wirelessly received from PC2. EEG data classification and feature
extraction for both users is performed by Simulink running on PC1 then the scaled
output values are sent to a mapping algorithm in Pure Data for score selection from
Simulink via a bespoke s-function that converts data into the Open Sound Control
(OSC) protocol to be sent internally via the User Datagram Protocol UDP. The master
Pure Data patch on PC1 manages the global clock, maps affective features to the score
selection and through the visual extension GEM, displays the score for the singer.
PC2 receives raw EEG from the audience member’s brain cap. Again, EEG is
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captured by Simulink and sent wirelessly via OSC to PC1. Global controls are housed in
a third Pure Data patch to allow an engineer to start (and also to stop and reset if
problems arise) the performance at will. The global commands are sent wirelessly,
again via OSC and received by the master patch in PC1.
PC3 performs two functions, to display the score and the clock to the pianist and
to handle the real-time audio digital signal processing (DSP) of the piano, outlined
under the bullet point below. The first function is achieved by a third Pure Data patch
that receives clock updates and score selection commands, wirelessly from the master
patch in PC1. These commands are passed to a GEM window in PC3, to display the
score and clock to the pianist. The second function is realized through a real-time audio
processing feedback loop.
•

Processed piano feedback loop

A condenser microphone captures the sound from inside the body of the piano which is
fed, using an external soundcard, into a MAX/MSP patch hosted on PC3. The bespoke
patch feeds the audio through a series of effects processors; spectral freeze, sample and
hold, and a delay line; and then passes it back out via the soundcard to a loudspeaker
placed underneath the body of the grand piano, facing upwards so as to resonate the
strings. The pianist, using the faders and buttons of a USB digital control surface
connected to PC3, manually controls the parameters of the audio effects, mixing them
together in real-time according to instructions marked in the score. The result produces
sustained ethereal characteristics that provide a subtle blend with the acoustic sound of
the piano when fed back into the resonant body of the instrument. The effects are used
predominantly for music phrases with negative valence and/or low arousal, where there
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is minimal rhythmic activity, atonal harmonic structures and drone-like sustain,
specifically the states Relaxed, Frustrated, and Angry.

5.3 Musical Composition
The piece is composed to attempt to trigger physiological changes in EEG on an
unconscious affective level, and also to clearly communicate the intended emotions
through the music, lyrical content and the delivery of the performance. Ultimately if an
audience struggles with interpreting the emotional cues in the music, then the other two
aspects are designed to help aid this emotional communication. When previous studies
have investigated EEG emotional correlates in response to music the focus has often
been more biased towards measuring success solely within EEG data, rather than on the
suitability of musical stimuli [33]. Also little has been done to study the effects of
musical performance on affective correlates in EEG, though the affective potential of
multimodal stimuli has been well documented [34, 35]. As such, factors such as stage
demeanor, delivery and lyrical content were considered useful in order to help explore
this area and investigate their combined effects. To assist with this, the lyrical content
for the piece was edited from copyright-free works of Percy Bysshe Shelley, an English
romantic poet well regarded for the strong emotions his writing evokes.
Two of the most widely accepted musical parameters that influence arousal and
valence are respectively, tempo and mode [32, 36]. Franco et. al [15] identify further
expressive cues in music related to mood, such as happy: harmonic consonance and offbeat accentuation, and angry: harmonic dissonance and a greater density of note onsets.
Additionally, the KTH performance rules provide a set of relative values for arousal and
valence linked to musical performance attributes [22]. However, as the authors also
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recognize, it is extremely difficult to compose music according to rules based on 30-40
specific musical parameters, especially when trying to impart a coherent musical style.
It was also felt important that the composition of The Space Between Us to feel
intrinsically human, therefore computer-aided composition techniques, which could
have abided by such strict rule-sets, were avoided. With this in mind the KTH rules
were used as a guide to help apply emotional characteristics with a particular focus on
global functions such as mode, tonality, rhythmic density, intensity and dynamics, and
with attention paid to attributes of shorter durations such as articulation, phrase arch and
punctuation, which contain ranges with particular emotionally expressive qualities.
Twelve parts to the piece were composed in-line with the twelve states
categorized in the affective model. Global musical features were mapped across the
axes of the two dimensions depending on their affective association. For example,
rhythmic intensity increased from Tired/Relaxed to Afraid/Excited, according to an
emotional interpretation as opposed to a strict mathematical scaling. It was felt that
applying a straightforward major/minor mode distinction between all positive and
negative states of valence would provide too much obvious contrast and restrict the
pieces interest and overall unity, so an atonal style (music of no fixed central tonality)
was used in a number of negative valence states, which provided a useful range of
dissonance. Furthermore, extended and experimental performance techniques were
utilized to reinforce stark changes in emotion, as well as the piano feedback digital
effects routines. For example, certain parts required the piano strings to be played
aggressively inside of the body using a plectrum (Frustrated, Angry), and some parts
required a strongly affected vocal style to help convey different intensities of emotion
(Miserable, Frustrated). The composition was developed through workshop sessions
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with the singer, in order to cultivate an individualized stimulus set that they could
connect with and feel comfortable delivering, according to the required emotional
expressivity.
It would not be practical to provide the full score here, however, a brief look at
the musical score from two parts provides an insight into some elements of the
compositional design. Figure 6 shows the score for Tired, which is associated with
minimal arousal and negative valance. The musical term calando instructs performers
that the pace slows down throughout, whilst simultaneously quieting, an effect designed
to mimic the notion of falling asleep. To reinforce this the piano part is a series of
descending cadences constructed on a series of atonal harmonic transitions and their
variations. This is then matched by a short vocal line which comes in after the piano,
once the mood has been set. Both performers are instructed to perform the part with a
decreasing energy which is to be perceived physically as well as aurally. The lyrics here
reflect the evocation of a memory, which is often the case during the period of tiredness
before sleep.
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Figure 6. The vocal and piano score for Tired. The piano part contains a series
descending atonal harmonic transitions. The vocal line descends in pitch with the piano
over a series of long, sustained notes as both parts slow down irregularly in tempo.
Figure 7 presents the first section of the score for Excited, which is at the opposite end
of the affective model from Tired, with maximal arousal and positive valence. The score
illustrates a fast tempo in 4/4 timing with a repetitive, regular piano-led beat and high
rhythmic density. The notes are played in an almost staccato style, short and sharp, a
technique mirrored by the vocal part to express fast bursts of energy. In the latter stages
of this section dynamic changes are introduced alongside different rhythmic patterns
(triplets and then 7/4) to maintain listener engagement with high arousal without relying
on excessive repetition.
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Figure 7. The first half of the vocal and piano score for Excited. The piano part leads
with a regular 4/4 rhythm with minimal harmonic variation. The vocal part sings the
lyrics to the same pitch with a mixture of staccato and the occasional sustained note.
The tempo is much faster than the score for Tired for a more energetic delivery.
The lyrics for Excited are adapted from Shelley’s stanzas The Cloud, a playful poem
about the never-ending cycle of life. The poem is written from the perspective of an
electrically charged cloud eliciting strong, colourful and exciting visual imagery. Three
parts were selected not to contain a vocal line, in order to present the associated state
and to provide some variation within the performance. Relaxed, Happy and Afraid
contained only a piano line and/or electronic feedback.

6. Performance and observations
Data collected during the premier performance of The Space Between Us, shown in
Table 1, provides an interesting account of the measured arousal and valence in the
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EEG of the performer and audience participant. Statistical significance would require
multiple iterations of the performance or a larger number of a-BCMI users in one
performance. This presents two problems. Firstly, the practical demands, including the
costs, of hosting either of these scenarios is outside the feasibility of our resources.
Secondly, we predict that there would be large variations in data between events, even
with the same users, based on the commonplace variation in affective states discussed in
section 1. Measures of affective states are not definitive and it would appear logical to
expect that the responses from both individuals are likely to change depending on a near
infinite range of external factors that might influence their mood resulting in a different
global arrangement of the music sections upon every performance. It is therefore
important to reiterate that this system and the associated performance were designed
specifically for a singular experience for the participants. As such the data presented in
this section is merely indicative of the potential for a multi-user a-BCMI system and
should be read with this in mind.
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Table 1. System trajectory and score selection and user EEG data. User 1 is the singer
and User 2 is the audience member. The correlation between musical stimuli and
affective measures from EEG can be seen in the changes across each user’s affective
measures (User 1 and User 2 trajectory columns) against the trajectories of the music
(column heading ‘Changes in score AV’). Increments (inc) and decrements (dec) are
used for labeling as the system is calibrated slightly differently to the response of each
user.
Table 1 shows arousal and valance from both users, alongside the selected scores and
the system’s affective trajectories. Useful comparisons can be made with the
arousal/valence trajectories against the musical trajectories. At the beginning of each
movement the system attempts to affect-match the music (in windows 1, 5 and 9) to the
corresponding user’s response to the music of the previous window (window 1 = user
1, window 5 = user 2, window 3 = mean of user 1 and user 2). The mapping algorithm
in the master Pure Data patch plots a global affective trajectory and the responses of
both users are recorded. The results indicate a strong link with the musical trajectories
and changes in user arousal. Changes in valance are noted as the difference between
negative and positive values whereas ranges of arousal are scaled according to a
calibration task undertaken during a rehearsal prior to performance.
The affect-matching of the system at the beginning of each window shows a
clear pattern of user’s affective states closely matching the music of the previous
window. Movement 1 begins with Sad, which is taken from the affective response of
the singer at the end of Tired. Sad and Tired sit next to each other in the 2D model.
Similarly at the end of movement 1 user 2’s response selects Afraid, which is close to
the previous window’s Angry music. Finally the system takes an approximate measure
of both users’ affective response of window 8, Happy. The mean of the two measures
pre-empts a repeat of Happy (as indicated in brackets in table 1) but the system follows
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an in-built rule to avoid repetition of states and shifts the score selection by a random
measure of up to two steps across the 2D space.
The data in Table 1 shows that valence in both users generally stays positive
throughout, and does therefore not appear to be strongly linked to changes in the music.
This could be the result of either the composition lacking enough negative musical
features although another explanation could be that this is an indication of the levels of
mental engagement required of both the performer and the audience member in an
intense concert environment. This suggests that investigations of arousal are perhaps
more telling of the affective experiences of both parties. Significantly, across both users
measures of arousal move upwards or downwards in the direction of the target state in
each movement, even with occasional deviation. This suggests a substantial success of
the system and the performance in the ability to move user arousal across a trajectory.
A number of anomalies exist in the data, which are perhaps to be expected when
analyzing a performance of this kind. In particular the affective responses of the
audience member have less correlation with the musical trajectories than those of the
singer. In light of the fact that the composition was developed during workshop sessions
with the singer (where EEG was also monitored), this might be expected, as the music
became individualized to the singer during these sessions. The audience member had no
previous exposure to any of the music and is perhaps likely to have less emotional
attachment towards, and also less emotional understanding of the piece. Other
incongruences in the data may be the result of musical factors. For example, in the first
movement, window 2, the performance of Miserable induces negative changes in
arousal against the previous Sad section. This may be indicative of the music either
reinforcing negative emotions or even that Miserable feels less energized than Sad. The
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sections are both quite similar in musical terms, both with a slow tempo and in an atonal
key. It is interesting that this drop in arousal occurs in both users. Another interesting
outcome can be seen in windows 5 and 6, where measures of arousal drop across both
users. A system error allowed Afraid to be played twice in a row during windows 5 and
6 (the rule avoiding repetition failed to avert this). Interestingly, this allows us to see the
effect of prolonged music against all the other shorter sections. Here, measures of
arousal decrease across both windows. This could perhaps be because of two
possibilities. Firstly, there is no vocal part during Afraid. The piano attempts to use
tonal relationships to convey the feeling of Afraid, but there is far less drama than in the
atonal and vocally shouted Angry, which precedes Afraid. Secondly, as we have
mentioned, arousal has been known to decrease with repeated exposure to the same
stimuli. The exact same part being performed twice may well have contributed to this.
A further observation is in the role of the physical demands of performing which are
likely to play a significant role in the singer’s overall levels of arousal and valence.
Taking other bio-signal measures of arousal taken from the singer are likely to
corroborate arousal measures in EEG readings as they are more closely linked to
physical exertion. For example, using an ECG/EKG, a faster heart rate is likely to be
caused by singing high-intensity phrases which place a greater demand on the cardiovascular system.
There are a number of limitations with active BCI control for music making.
Two in particular are particularly relevant to music-making activities. The first is the
amount of time between cognitive processing and the corresponding control signal
being detected, and the variability of this time. The second is a lack of simultaneous
controls on offer. Both of these attributes, which are analogous (and typically related in
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BCMI) to real-time musical response and the musical notion of polyphony, are intrinsic
to the design of interactive digital musical interfaces [37]. In response to the need for
more complex control is a shift towards combining active control with secondary,
passive brainwave detection methods [38, 39] to create hybrid-BCI control. Our
motivation for investigating measures of passive control in EEG stems from this schoolof-thought: we want to develop BCMIs that offer deeper and more complex control than
active systems alone, combining passive and active methods to create novel BCMIs.
However, before this can be fully realized we are keen to explore the potential of
passive control alone, and the research outlined in this paper focuses on detecting
passive measures related to emotions with EEG, for control over music in a BCMI
system.

7. Conclusions
BCI presents a useful control system for musical applications. A few systems already
exist, most of which rely on active control methods mapped to musical functions.
Passive BCI systems are not always limited to the restraints of active control methods
and present an interesting partnership for music systems whereby mental states detected
from EEG can be mapped to music generation, in particular affective BCMIs. Neurofeedback allows for individualized music in a BCMI to be selected in response to
measures of affect which addresses the problem of users being different from one
another and how measures of affect can alter at different times.
We present a passive system which reads emotions in 2-dimension. The metrics
were validated in a previous study which used self report to corroborate the EEG
metrics in an affective jukebox. In this study, the aim was to see how two people can
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have a musical interaction, and whether the passive system can find some emotional
common ground.
The piece, The Space Between Us, shows that affect can be measured during
musical performance. Early results suggest that some interesting control over arousal
was achieved through neuro-feedback, whereas measures of valance were less
conclusive. The system has constraints which are practical in order to be used in a realworld context, away from laboratory conditions. A minimal electrode setup is used and
a rudimentary approach is adopted to classifying measures of affect in real-time.
Hybrids Active/passive BCMI systems present an interesting area for future
studies as they present more complex combinations of user control, which could result
in interesting musical applications. Other biosensors have been successfully
implemented to measure affect and would be useful to integrate within a BCMI system
to further enhance the level of control that the BCMI can achieve.
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